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What are the benefits
of trialing ISO 20121?

What does it mean
to trial ISO 20121?

 
 

In May 2023 the revision of ISO 20121 is at the public enquiry stage. 

This is the time when people can provide their comments to the revision of

ISO 20121.

 

To be able to provide comments and feedback it makes sense to trial the

standard (so you are providing comments from experience, not theoretical

comments)

 

Romain Riboud chair of ISO 20121 working group said:

Romain Riboud chair of the ISO 20121 working group

describes the revision of the standard as

‘more ambitious’.

 

“trialing the standard is important to continue the collective
momentum we have had so far in the revision of the standard’

By trialing the standard at the comment stage you will be one of the first to

understand what a more ambitious ISO 20121 could mean for your business

and your way of working.

The revision of ISO 20121 is only possible with input from experts and if you

trial the standard you will be able to create comments based on real life

experience.

You do not need any previous expertise to trial ISO 20121.

Any size of company within the event sector supply

chain can trial ISO 20121.

 Ideally you will trial the entire standard so you can have an understanding of

how the different sections of the standard relate to each other.

It is possible to trial ISO 20121 on any size of event.

If you are working on a major event that is taking many years to plan you could

trial ISO 20121 on something like a meeting or a small social event.

You will need to contact your National Standards Body or liaison organisation

to access the standard http://committee.iso.org/tc250

How to trial ISO 20121

If you would like more resources like this and to use your voice to create a

sustainable event industry join the Positive Impact global Ambassador

community.

www.positive-impact-events.com/ambassadors
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